EX-CAPT. KERWIN
STIRS CANDIDATES AT TRACK MEETING

Cross-country Leaders Advance
Phosphorus First Attempt
On Stands Today

Phosphorus's First Attempt
Of Voo Doo Goes
Few New Jokes

Voo Doo makes its first appearance on the stands today with the "Phosphorus First Attempt". The new type will be used to give better
field. It shows how much deal of hard work, and the abundance of cute is surprising for the
of the time. The more or less "nervous" of some of the
works about school is continued, and makes the coaching of the
"fully aces".

As a closing note, Professor Kerwin is interested scholarship in afternoons after the mode of Rube Gold-
and represents the average wet and sugary material. The
flowering brains, button removers, and color and color removers are among the devices that are employed
by this profession.
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